
You Only Prompt Once



Research Question

1. Can we use prompt learning to deal with toxic content?

2. Does prompt learning have advantages in performance and efficiency?



Prompt Engineering (https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.13586)

Pretrain, Finetune → Pretrain, Prompt, Predict

1. Prompt Addition
2. Answer Search
3. Answer Mapping



Prompt Addition

Can be viewed as modifying the input x to a prompt x’ 



Answer Selection



Answer Mapping

Since we are looking for 

We are mapping the highest-scoring answer     to the highest scoring output    



Example



Prompt Learning Methods

1. Prompt Tuning: freeze the entire pre-trained model and only allow an 
additional k tunable tokens per downstream task to be prepended to the input 
text. 

For one task, one continuous prompt

2. Prefix Tuning: For each layer of a Transformer, there is a prefix to tune.

For one task, n prefixes, n = # layers of a Transformer.

If all prefixes have a size of m, we need to learn m * n keys and m * n values



Prompt Learning Methods



Toxicity Related Tasks

1. Toxicity Classification (binary)
2. Toxic Span Detection
3. Detoxification



Formats of Predictions

1. Toxicity Classification: labels, benign vs toxic
2. Toxic Span Detection: texts without toxic spans, then toxic span = input text - 

output text
3. Detoxification: rephrased, non-toxic text



Choice of Prompt Learning Methods

1. Toxicity Classification: Prompt Learning
2. Toxic Span Detection: Prefix Tuning
3. Detoxification: Prefix Tuning



Evaluation Metrics

1. In-distribution (ID) performance
2. Out-of-distribution (OOD) performance
3. Robustness
4. Efficiency



Toxicity Classification

1. Compared to discrete prompt engineering, much better F1
2. Compared to fine-tuning, better F1
3. Can transfer to different datasets
4. Fewer training samples and training steps can have descent F1
5. Robust to adversarial perturbation



Toxic Span Detection

Metric:



Toxic Span Detection

1. Comparable or even better F1 compared to fine-tuning
2. One training epoch can have descent F1
3. Not very robust to adversarial perturbation



Detoxification

Metric: 

1. the average toxicity score change and the percentage of texts that has high 
toxicity score, returned by Perspective API

2. Fluency and semantic preservation

Results:

1. A little bit lower toxicity drop bug higher text quality
2. It is easier to generalize from bigger datasets to smaller ones
3. Robust to adversarial perturbation



Detoxification



Personal Opinions (Drawback of this paper)

1. No validation set.
2. All datasets are balanced (benign:toxic = 1:1), which is way not true in the 

real world. Sounds like cheating to me.


